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Abstract—Internet of Things (IoT) applications span the edge-cloud continuum to form multiscale distributed systems. The heterogeneity that defines this architecture, coupled with the asynchronous, event-triggered and failure-prone nature of these deployments create significant programming and maintenance challenges for developers of IoT applications.

To address this impediment to innovation, we present LAMINAR, a dataflow programming model for IoT applications implemented using a novel log-based and concurrent runtime system that spans all resource scales. We describe the properties that underpin LAMINAR’s design and compare it to a lower-level event-based approach. We show that LAMINAR’s dataflow model hides many of the complexities of “lock-free” event-driven programming. Through an empirical evaluation of LAMINAR, we find its design and implementation are both more straightforward for developers and more performant.

I. INTRODUCTION

The “Internet of Things” (IoT) is a distributed computing infrastructure in which collections of devices (all network-enabled) communicate with each other and with services at the network edge or in the cloud, to perform data acquisition, analysis, and intelligent actuation and control. To use this paradigm, developers must design their applications to be both robust to failures (which are common) and multiscale, i.e., able to leverage battery-powered or resource-constrained sensors, single-board computers, mobile devices, and public/private clouds that comprise the edge-cloud continuum. Current IoT application development technologies [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6] are commonly derived from cloud technologies and combine independently-developed software stacks that interoperate via a diversity of network protocols. Such amalgamations are non-portable, error-prone, require significant developer expertise, and are difficult to deploy and maintain at scale. New programming systems are needed to ease this burden and expedite development of robust, multiscale IoT applications.

Toward this end, we present LAMINAR, a log-based, unified, distributed dataflow programming system for IoT. LAMINAR uses a two-tier approach to simplify distributed IoT application development by using a high-level distributed dataflow programming model to hide the low-level details of a failure-resilient (but very difficult to program) multiscale, log-based runtime (the MLR). The MLR is a distributed serverless system in which stateless functions are invoked in response to events. Program state is persisted via network-transparent logs that are append-only and lock-free (i.e., logs cannot be locked while an append is in progress). Logs are less complex and more resilient than their file system and database counterparts, while an append is in progress). Logs are less complex and more resilient than their file system and database counterparts, and they facilitate causal tracking and failure recovery [7], [8], [9]. They can also be implemented efficiently at all device scales, even as low level as microcontrollers [10]. As a result, the MLR supports execution on heterogeneous devices – from very resource-limited devices to resource-rich cloud servers. This combination of distributed programming features makes the MLR both portable and extremely robust to failures. However, it also makes it very difficult to program correctly: its programming model is event-driven, highly concurrent, lock-free, log-based, and distributed over devices with a wide range of resource constraints.

To tame such a platform, we design and implement a universal execution model for multiscale, distributed dataflow that sits atop the MLR. Dataflow is a programming paradigm that formulates programs as directed graphs in which nodes are data-parallel functions and edges represent the flow of data between them. Nodes fire when all their inputs are present; thus function execution order is determined solely by the program’s data dependencies. Focusing on data instead of control flow makes this paradigm well-suited to stream processing, event-driven computing, and highly parallel and concurrent workloads (all characteristics of modern IoT applications). Dataflow has been used successfully for asynchronous systems [11], [12], [13], parallel computing [14], [15], [16], and more recently for big data analytics [17], [18], [19] and visual programming [20], [21], [22].

We posit that despite these advantages, dataflow has heretofore yet to be explored as a distributed programming model in multiscale IoT settings primarily because it is difficult to implement its runtime semantics efficiently in heterogeneous
and error-prone networked environments. Dataflow semantics do not include ways to represent typical distributed systems modalities, such as partial failures, duplicated messages, and network partitions.

To address this challenge, LAMINAR separates the concerns of the runtime from those of the programming model. In particular, we show that it is possible to express dataflow programming semantics using append-only logs. By specifying stateless computations and append-only persistent storage as abstractions supported by the MLR, LAMINAR programs exhibit referential transparency [23], [24], which is useful for optimization and for building fault-tolerant applications [25], [26], [27]. Finally, LAMINAR can leverage the dataflow representation to provide visualization tools that aid the analysis and debugging of distributed programs.

With this paper, we make the following contributions:

- We describe the properties of the MLR and provide a brief rationale for its design.
- We describe the efficient implementation of typed dataflow programs using the MLR as a target runtime.
- We develop program optimizations that exploit the compositional properties of dataflow to control concurrency.
- We measure the efficiency of the approach using IoT applications and benchmarks.

We find that LAMINAR simplifies the development of distributed event-based programs. Combined with its type system, this yields substantial performance benefits, further enhanced by the parallelism management that dataflow enables. Despite the pessimistic assumptions about resource availability, we find LAMINAR’s performance to be comparable with other IoT technologies that assume failures are rare. Thus, we conclude that LAMINAR is an effective, unifying programming system for distributed IoT applications.

II. RELATED WORK

LAMINAR has several antecedents. Early functional languages, such as Id [28], FP [29], Haskell [30], ML [31], SISAL [32], and Lucid [33] all demonstrated the feasibility of using dataflow as a runtime system, either with hardware support such as i-structures [34] or purely in software. LAMINAR shares the goal of automated and/or programmer-guided management of parallelism and robust distributed execution with these early systems. Modern functional languages (including Haskell), such as Miranda [35] and Purescript [36] can also use dataflow as a runtime system, although they often compile to a more imperative language variant, such as JavaScript [37]. LAMINAR’s visual programming component is inspired by programming systems such as GNURadio [20], LabView [21], Keysight VEE [38], KNIME [39], and Node-RED [22]. LAMINAR includes a similar graphical representation capability but is distinct from these systems in that it implements a dataflow runtime using a log-based, append-only storage model and triggered execution.

More recent distributed dataflow systems target big data workloads [17], [40], [18], [19]. These systems provide a simple programming model for large-scale, parallel processing of structured and semi-structured data on commodity clusters or cloud servers. Their execution engines automatically schedule, place, synchronize, and manage faults for these workloads. MapReduce [17], [40] represents programs as a bipartite graph and Dryad [18] uses a more general directed acyclic graph (DAG) (like LAMINAR). These early systems have been extended in multiple ways to reduce their restrictions and support a wider range of algorithms with greater efficiency [41], [42], [43], [44]. Ciel [19] extends these programming models with better support for iterative computations. Specifically, it adds dynamic control flow creation while maintaining fault resiliency. Unfortunately, none of these past works support multiscale or wide-area settings because they were designed for resource-rich systems. Although Ciel is more dynamic, we find that static specification of a deployment that is fault resilient (nodes can come and go) works well for IoT applications. Moreover, as Section III-I shows, LAMINAR provides support for iteration within the dataflow language without the added complexity of dynamic DAG generation.

III. LAMINAR

LAMINAR uses a two-tier approach to simplifying distributed IoT application development. The lower layer is a distributed runtime system (called the MLR) that executes across a vast diversity of IoT devices that span the edge-cloud continuum, i.e., it is multiscale. This runtime layer provides a set of properties and abstractions that facilitate fault-tolerant, event-driven computing. We describe how to extend these features to also support the programming model of the upper layer. The upper layer is a dataflow execution engine that hides many of the details of the lower layer while benefiting from its robustness. We first overview the runtime system and then describe how we integrate these two layers to simplify the development of robust IoT applications.

A. Multiscale Log-based Runtime (MLR)

To support a dataflow programming model, LAMINAR requires the following properties from the MLR:

- program state variables, i.e., the data values that flow along the edges in a DAG, are single-assignment,
- stateless computations synchronize only as a result of the communication of data between them,
- names of state variables are network-transparent,
- and computations cannot use locks to implement message-based synchronization.

The first two are generic requirements for any system implementing dataflow language semantics. The latter two are motivated by our experiences implementing IoT applications in low-infrastructure or weak-infrastructure settings. In these environments, power and network infrastructure may be intermittently available, devices routinely fail, or malfunction, and undetected device “upgrades” or replacements can cause latent data integrity errors. It must be possible to redeploy state in response to these dynamics, e.g., using network transparency and threads or other concurrency abstractions should not hold locks waiting for data communication (that may never
arrive). Our experience with POSIX “timed” locks and thread cancellation [45] further supports this requirement.

It is possible to meet many of these design requirements using cloud-based and edge-based Functions-as-a-Service (FaaS) or serverless technologies. By restricting their use to trigger stateless computations in response to single-assignment storage events, e.g., using a database to implement a log, it is possible to implement the MLR using CloudPath [46], tinyFaaS [47], AWS Greengrass [48], and Azure IoT Edge [49]. Heavier-weight FaaS systems, e.g., AWS Lambda [50], Azure Functions [51], Google Functions [52], OpenWhisk [53], and OpenFaaS [54] can also be used. However, they require special purpose libraries, systems, and protocols (e.g., AWS SDK, FreeRTOS, MQTT, etc.) to support very resource-restricted edge devices. In this paper, we use CSPOT [10] to implement the MLR. CSPOT is a simple, lightweight, distributed serverless runtime (available as open source) that executes FaaS applications across heterogeneous IoT deployments [10]. It uses logs to hold program state and track events across the system. Logs are circular buffers with programmable history and element size optionally persisted to disk via memory-mapped files (i.e., for devices with file system support).

B. MLR Properties and API

LAMINAR leverages the following MLR properties.

- All program state variables communicated between computations are implemented as append-only logs. Computations are otherwise stateless.
- A successful log-append returns a unique sequence number for the resulting log entry, and sequence numbers are strictly increasing.
- Computations (referred to herein as functions or handlers) can only be triggered in conjunction with a single log-append event.
- Logs are named using a network-resolvable name (e.g., a Universal Resource Name) for network transparency.
- Computations can only synchronize using log sequence numbers explicitly. That is, the MLR is lock-free and includes no provision for locking one or more logs while an append is in progress.

LAMINAR requires support (via an API) for log create and delete, log read (with or without a sequence number), log append (with and without triggering a handler function), and the ability to get the latest sequence number of a log. LAMINAR assumes that an append event has a monotonically increasing sequence number associated with it, which it uses for log scans. Synchronization between computations is in terms of log sequence numbers (i.e., computations decide whether to proceed based on a comparison of log sequence numbers associated with log elements). Further, computations can only be triggered as a result of some log advancing. That is, only new state (appended to some log) results in a new computation being initiated. Finally, log wraps, if any, must be detected and reported as errors if/when they occur.

From the perspective of an applicative functional language, and equivalently, dataflow, logs and append-only semantics correspond to single-assignment variables. In effect, each variable in an MLR program is versioned, and each version is immutable. Thus, an implementation of dataflow in which MLR functions are stateless and all program state is stored in logs, layers applicative programming semantics atop the MLR.

C. Log-based Synchronization

The MLR design is “lock-free” in that there are no provisions for a computation to block and wait (perhaps in a loop) for one or more events to transpire. For example, it includes no explicit primitives for implementing mutual exclusion, “test-under-lock” (e.g., pthread_cond_wait/signal) control blocks, or concurrent computation “joins.” While convenient and undoubtedly useful in a single-machine setting, such a facility can present difficulties in a distributed setting. Specifically, it is possible for computations to “block on the tail” and for the system to crash. When it is restarted, these computations would need to be recovered in the state they were in and re-blocked before any log appends originating from remote machines are accepted.

In short, computations would need a checkpoint facility that is synchronized with the log to implement a persistent “wait for advance” capability when a node failure does not imply a fail-stop. The MLR exposes this facility through the log APIs. As a result, the MLR itself need not include lock-timeouts, explicit critical section detection and recovery, computation cancellation, etc., all of which can be an impediment to implementation in resource-restricted environments.

Further, an MLR program can never “deadlock” due to node failure with computations holding locks. It certainly can stop because a computation that is responsible for advancing the state of the overall program has been permanently lost, but when it does, there are no pending threads (address spaces, stacks, etc.) that are suspended, indefinitely holding resources pending a full reset of an entire deployment. When an MLR program stops, all of the program, state is “at rest” in the MLR logs, and none is stored in the address spaces or stacks of pending computations.

This design decision enables two essential features. The first is that a (distributed) MLR program can be paused and resumed based on the contents of the logs. The second is that (with the optional inclusion of dependency information in each log entry) it tracks causal dependencies as a debugging aid. That is, the logs can be configured to record the identity (log name and append sequence number) of each state advance that triggers a computation. A complete log, then, captures the causal order for all program state changes.

These features come at the expense of program clarity (relative to modern concurrency abstractions) and, as a result, programmer productivity. While serverless runtime systems enable higher-level programming approaches to be applied in distributed settings, our early experiences with using such systems to develop IoT deployments “by hand” have confirmed their productivity costs when used as a primitive distributed event-based programming platform. To overcome this limitation, we layer a dataflow framework atop of the MLR.
to hide its complex programming model, abstractions, and interface from developers, so that more familiar, high-level programming languages can be used.

D. Programming Model

LAMINAR implements strict dataflow semantics [55] using the MLR. A LAMINAR program is represented as a directed acyclic graph (DAG). Nodes in the graph represent computations, and edges represent data values transmitted between nodes. A node becomes executable by the runtime system when the values corresponding to all of its input edges are available. Its outputs are available to other nodes only when the node has completed executing.

Developers specify a program as a hierarchical set of DAGs. They also implement the computations associated with each node as an MLR function that “fires” when the node is executed in a LAMINAR program. More specifically, a LAMINAR program consists of:

- **Sources**, which are external computations that introduce data into a LAMINAR program. These include sensor readings (in an IoT context), database reads, remote API calls, or arbitrary program functions from a program or script capable of exercising LAMINAR’s API.
- **Nodes**, which perform operations on data using stateless functions written by the programmer.
- **Edges**, which express data flow between nodes.
- **Sinks**, which transmit data outside a LAMINAR program, e.g., database writes, remote API calls, or arbitrary program functions that consume data via LAMINAR’s API.

A node can have an arbitrary number of inputs and outputs, each represented by a unique “port”. A directed edge links nodes (output port to input port) and represents a “subscription” on the output of a node by the input node. Output ports can have fan-out, but input ports receive data from a single output. Sources and sinks are special nodes. Sources have no input ports but ingress data from outside the program, e.g., program inputs, to the program.

Each node is implemented using two logs: a subscription log and a subscriber log. The subscription log records node inputs that are available to the node (i.e., have been produced as outputs by predecessor nodes in the DAG). A subscription event is triggered for every input that arrives at a node (i.e., every time a data item is appended to the subscription log). The handler checks if all inputs have arrived; if not, it exits. On arrival of the last input, the handler extracts all input values from the subscription log, executes the computation associated with the node and populates its output ports. When a datum is appended to an output port, a subscription event is posted to the subscription log of each node subscribing to that port.

Figure 1 shows a LAMINAR C++ code snippet for implementing $a + b$ using the LAMINAR API and corresponding DAG. The API provides support for DAG specification, initialization, and execution. Developers add hosts (add_host), nodes (add_node), sources (add_operand), and edges (subscribe) to construct an application. They also use the API to initiate compilation (setup), computation (by assigning values to sources, e.g., fire_operand), and to read results (get_result). In this example, there is one host (hd). Node n1 (on hd) is specified to perform the computation (ADD; add_node). There is a source node for both a and b created using add_operand. An edge between the source node outputs is connected to the input edges of n1 (in0 and in1) via subscriptions to n2 and n3, respectively. Each host in the deployment is assigned a unique ID, and all hosts receive a copy of the program; hosts execute the program selectively based on their local host ID. fire_operand initiates execution by assigning the boundary values 7 and 10. We use graphviz [56] to automatically generate hierarchical drawings of LAMINAR program graphs to aid program analysis and debugging.

E. LAMINAR Program Registry

The LAMINAR registry consists of four data structures that track Nodes, Subscriptions, Subscribers, and Hosts, as shown in Figure 2. The registry implements these data structures using MLR logs. The Nodes log stores both the node ID and the host ID to uniquely identify the machine on which the node is running, and an operation ID that is used to dispatch the node’s computation when all inputs are available.

Note that the program registry is immutable with respect to the program. That is, even though LAMINAR is using the MLR to implement the registry, the registry contents are fixed when the LAMINAR program is defined. A LAMINAR program executes a preamble to populate the registry (logically part...
of its compilation and deployment process) before executing DAG computations. The registry is also global, i.e., it must be replicated on all potential execution sites in a LAMINAR deployment. In the current LAMINAR prototype, all program components are compiled, the preamble is executed on one site (usually the compilation site), and the resulting MLR logs and handlers are copied to other hosts in the deployment.

The Subscriptions data structure maps node IDs to those of its input edges, enabling fast access when determining whether all inputs have arrived. Subscription information is stored as a hashmap implemented using two MLR logs, as shown in Figure 3. The map log maps a range of sequence numbers in the data log to the node to which those subscriptions pertain. Each node’s ID is used as an index into the map log (the ReadLog function takes a sequence number indicating the specific log entry to return). The data log stores all subscriptions for each node contiguously in the sequence number space of the log. Each element of the data log contains a C++ subscription structure that associates an input port of the consumer node with the output of a producer node.

For the example in Figure 3, sequence number 3 in the map log (which corresponds to Node 3 in Figure 2) contains (1, 2), indicating that Node 3’s input port edges can be found by scanning the data log sequentially from sequence numbers 1 through 2. The input ports for Node 4 begin at sequence number 3 in the data log, and so on.

The hashmap of the Subscribers uses the same two-level log encoding to access subscriber structures to represent the relationship of the output ports of each node to their consumer nodes. The Hosts log stores the information necessary to locate an MLR log remotely, e.g., the host network address and path to the MLR log storage. The LAMINAR runtime uses this log for host discovery and dataflow across hosts.

F. Subgraphs

Nodes can be grouped to implement scoping and modular composition. A subgraph represents a functional “subprogram” that acts as a node in any LAMINAR program in which it is embedded. That is, no node within a subgraph fires until all of the inputs to the subgraph are available, and no outputs from the subgraph can be consumed as inputs by other nodes or subgraphs until all subgraph outputs have been produced.

In LAMINAR, a subgraph implements scope for identifiers and state. Multiple LAMINAR programs can be developed in isolation and deployed together by grouping nodes into subgraphs. Moreover, subgraphs can encapsulate implementation details and provide communication interfaces between programs without exposing graph internals, i.e., to support modular design. LAMINAR uses subgraphs to implement iteration, conditionals, and placement partitioning.

G. Type System

The LAMINAR type system maps program data structures to MLR logs. We refer to these data structures as LAMINAR Typed Values (LTVs). The type system supports both primitive and complex LTVs (e.g., arrays, strings, records, maps, etc.), and for the latter, transparently provides (de-)serialization of typed values to/from logs. The current LAMINAR prototype supports C primitive types, arrays, vectors, and strings.

The in-memory representation of an LTV is a tagged union that contains the type identifier and a union of the possible LAMINAR value types. For primitive types, the union holds the primitive value. For complex types, the union type holds a structure that contains type-specific information. This includes data structure size, a pointer to its memory representation (managed by LAMINAR), and a unique ID that identifies an additional MLR log that is used to implement the complex type. This log (called head) can contain the literal data value or further substructure descriptors (referring to additional logs) depending on the type.

Figure 4 overviews how the type system works. Data flows from Node 1 to Node 2, and Node 2 has a single input and output port. When Node 1 completes and appends to its Subscribers log, it triggers Node 2’s subscription event handler. The handler calls Load Value to read and deserialize the data. It also creates the Loaded LTV in memory for use in the operation which uses getters/setters to access the value. The operation uses a separate Loaded LTV for its output port which the handler serializes and appends to Node 2’s Subscribers log via Save Value, when generated. Primitive types require no (de-)serialization.

For complex types, the Subscribers log LTV contains the unique ID of the head log. Load Value uses it to read 1+ logs and deserialize values as it constructs the Loaded LTV. For instance, for an array of integers, all array values will be loaded in this step, fully constructing the array in memory.

The unique ID is a 16-byte UUID generated by the type system for each log used in a data structure. To construct the log name, the system concatenates the LTV type and this UUID. It stores the UUID (along with the data structure size) in the LTV for easy access and loading.

Figure 5 exemplifies this process using a 2x3 matrix (2 rows of 3 elements each). The matrix is produced by a producer node and appended to its Subscribers log. Its LTV structure is shown on the left and contains the UUID of the head log (UUID1), its LTV type, the element type, and the size (number of rows). The head log contains the UUIDs and structure of two rows: both contain 3 elements (specified in size), and their respective UUIDs. The sub-logs hold the row data which has integer element type.
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H. Integrating Data Sources

A typical IoT application will consume data from multiple sources. As described above, input (i.e. boundary) data is represented via Source nodes. Developers link input data to source nodes using the LAMINAR API (as shown in the earlier example in Figure 1). Our current prototype supports arbitrary C and C++ functions so that the code can link different data sources (e.g., sensors, GPIO pins, streaming services, databases) to a LAMINAR program. We plan to extend the API with Python bindings as part of future work.

I. LAMINAR Structured Programming Constructs

In addition to traditional dataflow, LAMINAR supports constructs that facilitate the development of more complex programs with control flow and iteration.

Conditionals. LAMINAR supports conditional statements SELECT and FILTER. A SELECT node uses its first port as a selector, whose value is used to index the remaining ports to be forwarded as output. The second construct, FILTER, accepts a boolean value on its first port, determining whether or not the data on the second port is forwarded.

Iteration. The asynchronous and event-driven nature of LAMINAR naturally supports powerful node-level, i.e., function-level, parallelism since each node operates independently. LAMINAR also supports loop iteration using an approach inspired by IFI [57], [58] via nested subgraphs. A loop consists of four subgraphs. Initialization sets up the loop. Body performs the computation that resides within a traditional loop body. Test calculates a boolean value, determining whether to exit the loop. Result produces the result once the loop finishes. This looping construct and its variants can be used to achieve the same functionality of the popular for or while constructs in imperative programming languages.

IV. Evaluation

We evaluate LAMINAR in two ways: comparative performance using IoT benchmarks and clarity of program representation (versus programming events and logs directly). We use a campus cloud, an edge cloud, and resource-constrained single-board computers (SBCs) for this evaluation. The campus cloud VMs run on HP 2.5Ghz x86-blades via KVM. Each VM has eight virtual CPUs and 32 GB of memory and runs CentOS 7.2. The edge cloud (located at a remote research reserve) is equipped with Intel NUCs [59]) each with 3.2 GHz processors is configured to host 2-core VMs with 512 megabytes of memory and large secondary storage for data acquisition. Co-located at the remote site is a Raspberry Pi 3 B+ with 1 GB of memory and a 4-core ARM V7 CPU (running in 32-bit mode) clocked at 1.2 GHz. It is connected to the edge cloud by 1 Gb switched Ethernet. All MLR functions corresponding to LAMINAR nodes are written in C++ and compiled with g++9.

We first demonstrate generality by evaluating IoT benchmarks and comparing LAMINAR against a popular stream-processing-based approach. We then demonstrate how LAMINAR reduces the complexity associated with distributed IoT programming, validate the performance of the type system, and show the potential for performance optimization, using matrix multiply. We choose to include matrix multiply for this programmability study since it is well-understood (has well-understood scaling properties), and provides a familiar example for demonstrating the use, complexity, and optimization potential of LAMINAR.

Fig. 4. Overview of the interaction of LAMINAR typed values and the underlying MLR logs.

Fig. 5. Storage-persisted representation of a LAMINAR 2x3 matrix.
Instead, we measured the average duration of the persist stage to include such persistence (since there are many ways to do so). We did not feel it reasonable to modify the Storm stages to assign a Storm “bolt” (representing a computation) to a specific host in a Storm cluster. Thus, a distributed deployment (similar to “cloud-edge in the figure) is not possible. Further, the memory available in the VM hosted in the edge cloud is insufficient to execute the Storm benchmark in its entirety.

A. RIoT Benchmarks

To empirically evaluate LAMINAR’s performance and versatility, we used it to implement a subset of the RIoTBench [60] suite. RIoTBench provides a set of realistic applications to benchmark distributed stream processing systems for IoT applications, implemented using Apache Storm and Microsoft Azure [61], [62]. RIoTBench consists of various pipelines for data processing and analysis. The pipeline comprises a source and six microservice stages (parse, range filter, bloom filter, interpolation, annotate, and persist). The source is a workload from the MHEALTH (Mobile Health) dataset [63], a real-world IoT dataset with body motion and vital sign measurements of ten volunteers.

Figure 6 shows a comparison of the empirical cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) for 100 executions of the RIoT ETL benchmark, and the LAMINAR version of the ETL benchmark. Note that the original results reported in [60] are 2 to 3 orders of magnitude slower than the LAMINAR results shown in the figure. To make a fair comparison in this paper, we replaced the Azure storage access at the end of the pipeline in the original benchmark with an additional program node that persists the benchmark results to a local file in the same file system used by LAMINAR to generate results.

The mean execution time for the original RIoT version is 18.6 milliseconds compared to 18.0 milliseconds for the LAMINAR version and a student-t test indicates no statistical difference. However, the data indicates that the standard deviation for the LAMINAR version is lower than for the original.

Note that LAMINAR is persisting the state of every operation in every stage of the benchmark. If the Storm version were to replicate this persistence behavior (for the purposes of crash recovery), then the persist stage would be absent, and every other stage would incur its own persistence overhead. We did not feel it reasonable to modify the Storm stages to include such persistence (since there are many ways to do so). Instead, we measured the average duration of the persist stage as 4.6 milliseconds, which is the approximate time necessary to persist the final result of the ETL benchmark to a file. If the Storm-based original implementation were to persist every stage to a file, we estimate the end-to-end latency would be 37 milliseconds (5 × 4.6 + 18.6 − 4.6 ms).

More abstractly, LAMINAR’s persistence behavior assumes that in an IoT context, node failures are likely and expected, and that recovery speed should be optimized. At the same time, it can achieve the same performance as the Storm in memory version, which assumes that node failures are rare and only the final results need to be persisted. When this optimistic assumption is relaxed for the Storm version the performance of the LAMINAR version is nearly a factor of two better.

To better understand LAMINAR’s ability to operate at different resource scales we deployed it to an edge cloud located in a utility closet at a remote ecological study site approximately 50 miles from our university campus. Network connectivity between the site and the university is via a dedicated, 150-megabit long-range microwave link that (because of the intervening topology and the need for line-of-sight) traverses approximately 120 miles of linear distance.

Figure 7 shows three empirical CDFs of the end-to-end latency for different deployments of the LAMINAR benchmark version. The “edge-only” deployment shows the end-to-end latency for the LAMINAR version of the benchmark when executed entirely in a small VM at the remote site. The CDF marked “cloud-only” is the same CDF shown in Figure 6 for the LAMINAR implementation, and the CDF marked “edge-cloud” shows the end-to-end latency when the first stage of the pipeline in the benchmark is executed at the remote site and the other stages are located in the campus cloud.

Note that we cannot show comparative results for the original RIoT implementation that uses Storm as a runtime platform. Apache Storm does not include a documented way to assign a Storm “bolt” (representing a computation) to a specific host in a Storm cluster. Thus, a distributed deployment (similar to “cloud-edge in the figure) is not possible. Further, the memory available in the VM hosted in the edge cloud is insufficient to execute the Storm benchmark in its entirety.
In contrast, the LAMINAR implementation supports both a specific deployment of LAMINAR nodes to hosts and also is memory parsimonious enough to execute the full benchmark in the small edge VM. Further, the only code change needed is to update the host ID in the VM hosted in the edge cloud. That is, the LAMINAR code expressing the computation is identical.

It is also noteworthy that the end-to-end latency at the edge is lower than in the campus cloud when the benchmark is hosted entirely in either venue. The reason is that the LAMINAR code “fits” inside the 512-megabyte limit at the edge, making it entirely CPU limited. Thus, its multiscale capability can exploit the faster edge processor in this deployment setting. Also, predictably, when the network link is introduced between stages, its performance dominates the end-to-end latency. Indeed, we have omitted a fourth CDF that is introduced between stages, its performance dominates the end-to-end latency. Note that the “device-edge-cloud” curve shows the effect of traversing the slower and lossier microwave link between stages 4 and 5. Note that the “device-edge” and “device-edge-cloud” CDFs have similar shapes, but the latter is shifted right by approximately 45 milliseconds. Note that we cannot include comparative results for the original RiOT implementation on the device alone because it will not execute on the ARM processors in 32-bit mode.

### B. Programming LAMINAR versus MLR Events and Logs

To highlight the programmer productivity features of LAMINAR, we compare square two-dimensional matrix multiply implementations at the finest granularity possible, using native MLR directly (i.e., coded “by hand”) and LAMINAR. The comparison is for illustrative purposes only, depicting simple, i.e., “naïve” implementations that have not been optimized. They are both intended to show the “baseline” programming model for each approach, i.e., the implementation that is maximally concurrent and includes no optimizations.

At the finest level of granularity (i.e., with maximal possible concurrency), one MLR handler must be “fired” for every multiplication of a pair of matrix elements and another handler is required to sum the multiplications to create the dot product stored in the matrix resulting from the matrix multiplication. All functions receive the unique sequence number of the append that fired it as input, but the sequence number order does not necessarily correspond to the order in which handler functions are executed. Further, because the MLR is lock-free and handlers are stateless, there is no way for handlers to block their execution pending log advance. Each function executes to completion, without blocking, once triggered.

For example, consider the depiction of a $2 \times 2$ implementation of matrix multiply shown in Figure 9. To compute $A \times B$ for $2 \times 2$ matrices $A$ and $B$, the algorithm must compute the dot product for each element $el$ in the result corresponding to $el$’s row in $A$ and $el$’s column in $B$. The figure shows the computation of the $[0,0]$ element of the result using row 0 of $A$ and column 0 of $B$.

In the example, the values of the elements in $A$ and $B$ are stored in separate logs along with their row and column coordinates. The matrix multiply computation is started when a control program appends a record to a log indicating that the $C[0,0]$ element is to be produced (shown as the box marked control in the figure). An MLR handler fires as a result of this append operation and performs two appends to a different log (marked multiply in the figure) to trigger the multiplications of $A[0,0] \times B[0,0]$ and $A[0,1] \times B[1,0]$ respectively in separate handler invocations. Each of the two elements that are appended indicates that the multiplication
is for the result $C[0,0]$ which will be used in a subsequent handler to gather the dot product terms.

Note that the dot-product handler must logically “wait” for the terms to be appended before performing an individual dot product and storing the result. Without the ability to block handlers, each dot product handler must scan the log (as described in Section III-A) to “join” the computations that are producing the operands necessary to complete the dot product ($C[0,0]$ in the figure).

The LAMINAR implementation of the same matrix multiply step is shown in Figure 10. Instead of log-appends and events, LAMINAR uses subscriptions and subscribers logs as buffers between computations. Recall that these data structures are created statically by the LAMINAR preambles when the application is deployed and accessed via a hashmap (as described in Sec. III) so that the runtime system can limit the number of elements that must be scanned to determine when a LAMINAR dataflow node is ready to fire.

This comparison illustrates how LAMINAR can improve programmer productivity over a highly concurrent event system such as the MLR. Specifically, the LAMINAR program abstracts away logs and handlers in favor of a high-level dataflow representation. LAMINAR does not require the user to understand MLR logs, tails, sequence numbers, or scans in the context of an application. An application is specified using dataflow, and the runtime system handles all log manipulation, joins, and synchronization.

1) Performance Comparison: Not only is matrix multiplication easier to write, but we also find that the code generated by LAMINAR is more efficient than the naïve MLR equivalent, illustrating the benefits of simplified programming and attesting to the efficiency of LAMINAR’s type system implementation. Figure 11 compares the average time (in milliseconds) to compute a single element of the result matrix (on the $y$-axis) as a function of the dimensions of the matrix multiplicands (shown on the $x$-axis).

Simple matrix-multiply is an $O(N^3)$ algorithm where each of the dimensions of the multiplicands is $N$. The naïve MLR application must do $N$ scans for each dot-product so the time to compute a single element of the result scales as $O(N^2)$, dimension $N$. In contrast, LAMINAR’s use of a hashmap limits the scans to a small constant value.

As such, the average time to compute a single element (sample size 30) scales linearly with the dimension $N$. To clarify the linear relationship, a regression line is shown for LAMINAR because the units on the $x$-axis, which are $\times 10^4$, obfuscate the linearity, making the execution time for LAMINAR appear constant in the figure. The regression $R^2$ value is 0.96.

We emphasize that this scalability difference is purely due to the naïve but “straight-forward” direct MLR implementation. Since LAMINAR is using MLR as a target, it is certainly possible for a developer to implement the same (or better) scan-elimination optimizations than LAMINAR implements. However, hand-optimized MLR code is more complex to develop and more onerous to maintain. In the same way modern compilers generate machine code that is efficient enough to obviate hand-assembly programming for most applications, LAMINAR can generate simple yet efficient MLR code.

The examples shown in Figures 9 and 10 are intention-
Our evaluation shows that LAMINAR simplifies the synchronization of events leading to less complex and more performant implementations. Further, the LAMINAR type system facilitates effective scaling, which is enhanced by partitioning optimizations enabled by its dataflow semantics. Designed for distributed IoT applications that experience frequent device and network failures, including its aggressive failure resiliency and recovery features, LAMINAR achieves performance comparable to alternative IoT technologies that treat failures as rare events and thus must incur greater recovery latencies. These features add to minimizing downtime, enhancing application reliability without developer intervention, thus making LAMINAR a robust dataflow application runtime.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented LAMINAR, a new programming system for creating robust IoT applications. LAMINAR layers a distributed, multiscale dataflow programming model over an event-driven, highly concurrent, lock-free, log-based, multiscale runtime. LAMINAR combines triggered computation and append-only, log-based persistent storage to implement its dataflow semantics efficiently. By doing so, we show that it is possible to use dataflow to hide many of the complexities of “lock-free” event-driven programming while leveraging the mobility and fault resiliency that such a system provides.

The improvement trajectory shown in Figure 13 shows the combined effect of eliminating unusable concurrency with increasing computation-to-overhead ratio for each LAMINAR node. While we have coded this example explicitly to illustrate the ability to control concurrency as a performance optimization, LAMINAR inherits and shares this capability with its high-performance functional-language antecedents. As such, it is possible to automate the aggregation of unusable concurrency as system-implemented optimizations (the subject of our ongoing work).

For reference, we implemented a version of the partitioned vector algorithm using POSIX threads and C. A direct performance comparison is difficult since the C version is neither (easily) distributed nor crash-consistent and based on locks. In the same VM (with eight virtual CPUs) with eight partitions, for a 64 × 64 matrix product, the in-memory C is an order of magnitude faster than LAMINAR. However, when the C version logs each element to a Linux file to achieve the same persistence characteristics as LAMINAR, it is an order of magnitude slower. Analyzing this disparity is beyond the scope of our current work since working with POSIX threads and C as universal development and implementation technologies has well-known programmer productivity and software maintenance drawbacks that LAMINAR is designed to address. It is noteworthy, however, that LAMINAR is “somewhere between” in-memory C and C with simple Linux-file-based persistence.